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Abstract 

The lack of women and underrepresented minorities (URM) in engineering is a problem that no single 

solution can address. Not only are there the pipeline issues, but the challenges these groups face in 

navigating their careers need to be addressed. At the University of California, Davis, we’ve partnered 

with Chevron and the Koret Foundation to launch Avenue-E, a community college transfer program 

designed to eliminate barriers that hold back women and underrepresented minorities in engineering and 

computer science. The program serves high potential, low resource students from families in which 

neither parent holds a bachelor’s degree. We also believe a core component of changing the landscape 

is ensuring that women and URM in engineering see other women and URM at all levels. In 2012, UC 

Davis received a NSF-ADVANCE grant which aimed to increase the participation and advancement of 

women in academic science and engineering careers. Among many projects, we trained more than 1,000 

faculty members about best practices for faculty recruitment and implicit bias. We established central 

oversight of faculty hiring to ensure diversity and inclusivity, and expected contributions to diversity 

from all applicants for faculty positions. Contributions to diversity are expected in all merit and 

promotion review actions, and superior contributions to diversity are recognized and rewarded in review 

actions. Six years later, U.C. Davis has shown dramatic changes at all levels. Forbes named UC Davis 

the Best Value College for women in STEM fields, based on a metric that includes persistence to 

graduation and the value of education received. The college of engineering now also has the highest 

percent of women faculty among the top 50 engineering programs in the United States. The real 

difference is that the faculty genuinely embrace the mission of inclusivity and diversity, and not just 

because someone (like the dean) is telling them to do something. 
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a Fellow of AAAS, AIChE and ASEE. Professor 

Curtis is a recipient of a Fulbright Senior Research 
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Computing in Chemical Engineering Education, 
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Society of Engineering Education's Chemical Engineering Lectureship Award, the Eminent Overseas 

Lectureship Award by the Institution of Engineers in Australia, and ASEE's Sharon Keillor Award for 

Women in Engineering, and the NSF Presidential Young Investigator Award. She has served on the 

National Academy of Engineering's Committee on Engineering Education and has participated in two 

NAE Frontiers of Research Symposia (2003 and 2008).  Professor Curtis received a B.S. in Chemical 

Engineering from Purdue University (1983) and a PhD in Chemical Engineering from Princeton 

University (1989). Prior to joining UC Davis in 2015, she was Distinguished Professor of Chemical 

Engineering and Associate Dean for Research at the University of Florida.  She has also served on the 

faculty of Carnegie Mellon University and Purdue University.  At CMU she received the engineering 

college’s Ladd Research Award, and at Purdue she was named University Faculty Scholar. 

Professor Curtis’ research focuses on the development of multiphase CFD models and discrete element 

method models for particulate flow.  Her work has been applied to improve the design and optimization 

of chemical, energy, mining, pharmaceutical, and agricultural processes in which particulate processes 

are pervasive.  Her multiphase flow models, based on first principles granular kinetic theory, have been 

adopted by the software package ANSYS Fluent, the largest producer of simulation software used by 96 

of the 100 biggest industrial companies and over 40,000 customers.  Her multiphase flow models are 

also included in the CFD Research Corporation’s multiphase flow CFD software package and the open-

source CFD code (OpenFOAM).   

 


